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ABSTRACT

Lethal conflict may be approximated using power law statistics which, on a log-log 
plot of exceedance probability (EP) versus severity, is characterized by constant 
slope -q. Values of q<1 violate probability axioms and describe high-risk systems. 
Consistent with reports that q for war improves after 1950 from 0.41 to 0.75 due to 

increases in military alliances, q is argued to be a sensitive function of network variables. 
Low-risk interstate competition is achieved when q>1 and allows for the use of Bayesian 
hypothesis tests based on q to serve as a decision criterion about when to react to threats, 
leading to a set of parameters that determine whether conflict will escalate and to the 
conclusion that redundant networks, deterrence, and attack detection stabilize competition 
against cyber conflict. Examples of the importance of the Bayesian parameters in creating 
and adapting networks to stabilize competition are provided.  
Keywords – network; likelihood ratio; power law; resiliency; Bayesian

I. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes a first-order analytical model that associates a set of network pa-

rameters with the potential for cyberattacks to escalate a state of peaceful interstate com-
petition to violent conflict.    

 The Stability-Instability Paradox[1], developed by Snyder in 1965[2], describes an 
interrelationship between all-out war and lesser forms of conflict where strategic-level 
peace, achieved through nuclear deterrence, leads to regional armed conflict. Competition 
is a form of nonviolent conflict that includes political, economic, informational, and 
military efforts that exceed normal peaceful relations. “During competition, U.S. and Allied 
forces actively campaign to advance and defend national interests in an environment that 
is short of armed conflict”[3]. Thus, competition arises in the absence of regional armed 
conflict in the same way that regional conflict arises in the absence of all-out war.   
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Deterrence is about “decisively influencing an adversary’s decision calculus to prevent at-
tack or the escalation of a conflict” [4]. Thus, deterrence is first and foremost an information and 
decision process and not simply derived from an assessment of risk from military capabilities. 
There is no a priori reason to think that interstate competition is different because people de-
cide, and nation-states do not.

Because deterrence is within the domains of information and decision theory, “Shannon’s 
Maxim” comes into play. The “father of information theory,” Claude Shannon, argued that 
one ought to design cyber systems under the assumption that the enemy will immediately 
gain full familiarity with them[5]. While Shannon’s Maxim is more widely known as being 
fundamental to public key infrastructure (PKI), on which all cybersecurity is based today, its 
parallel in deterrence is that a nation’s military capabilities should be assumed to be known 
by its adversaries. Emerging technologies like Blockchain, extend the level of openness 
described by Shannon’s Maxim and, for this reason, appear to be stronger than PKI. While 
it seems certain that there will always be a role for encryption, “policy and political push for 
more transparency could prove to be the deciding factor” in selecting open technology over 
traditional cybersecurity methods[6]. In the same way that encryption methods evolved from 
“security through obscurity” to those based on a presumption of being known, information 
assurance seems set to evolve to be more open and networked, rather than more closed. The 
extreme importance of information methods and systems to deterrence suggests they too 
are better served by more open and more networked systems. Similarly, if we applied the 
Stability-Instability Paradox, then this assumption would apply to regional armed conflict and 
nonviolent interstate competition as well.  

II. THE POWER LAW, WAR, AND STRATEGIC COMPETITION 

The power law of statistics is used to describe the relationship between two values when a 
change in one results in a change of proportional size in the other. Power laws have been de-
fined across numerous disciplines, including science, statistics, physics, engineering, etc.[7]. A 
common application of power laws is the use in defining a probability distribution. Unpredict-
able and catastrophic failures in networked systems are often observed to follow a power law 
relationship, meaning that the probability of a severity S that exceeds a severity level s is equal 
to s raised to a negative constant q and multiplied by a constant C. Intuitively, the power law 
means that smaller consequence events happen exponentially more often than larger events.  
Formally, it is described by the following formula:  

        P(S>s)=〖Cs-q 〖       (1) 

〖In 1960, Lewis Fry Richardson was the first to fit armed conflict with power law constants in 
his famous Statistics of Deadly Quarrels. This work was later confirmed by Cederman[8]. On a 
plot of logP(S>s) versus log(s), Cederman’s fit to the data describes a straight line with slope 
equal to -0.41 and a y-intercept equal to 1.27. See figure 1. 
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Fig 1.  Dots indicate wars. The solid line is a power law fit to the data. Data Source: Correlates of War Project [8].

 
When not written in log-log form, the power law fit to this data may be written as eq. (2):  

    P(S>s)=18.6s-0.41       (2) 

Power law phenomena are identified as “low-risk” if q>1 because the rate of increasing sever-
ity is outpaced by decreasing likelihood. Conversely, phenomena are “high-risk” if q<1 because 
severity increases faster than the likelihood decreases. Accordingly, q for war is a high-risk 
phenomenon. However, the power law violates the axioms of probability if q<1 and is, there-
fore, untrustworthy beyond what is indicated directly by data.  

Rational decisions are based on risk, not just likelihood. Risk is equal to likelihood multiplied 
by severity. In the case of figure 1, severity is the number of persons killed. Figure 2 illustrates 
how extremely severe wars cannot be discounted, even though their likelihood is small. For 
example, the war line (red) in figure 2 increases as severity s increases. Believing that the 
fit to the data in figure 1 holds until s = 108, a hypothetical nuclear war killing 100 people (8 
on the x-axis) is riskier than a war killing 1 thousand (3 on the x-axis). This agrees with our 
observation that nations build and maintain military defenses for extremely unlikely wars. 
For systems having a q value greater than one, risk decreases with increasing consequences.  
The decreasing gray line that we call “Competition” in figure 2 is derived from q=1.10. The 
consequences of increasingly improbable conflicts may be ignored. That is, they are low-risk.
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Fig 2. Log Risk versus Log Severity s for three q values.    
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Reflecting on the Stability-Instability Paradox, it seems that it is simply evidence of the power 
law nature of war. The power law requires that smaller conflicts be likely in the absence of 
larger ones, and vice versa, even if the underlying mechanisms are not clear.  

III. WAR AND COMPETITION NETWORKS
The underlying mechanisms for war have been proposed and debated for centuries.  One idea 

is that war is a network phenomenon[9]. In this theory, nations seeking to expand their network 
eventually seek to absorb nodes of other nations’ networks, analogous to the natural process 
that often leads larger companies to acquire smaller ones. The first 40 years of Durant’s acqui-
sition of various automobile companies (Oldsmobile, Cadillac, etc,.), that eventually lead to the 
formation of General Motors, is a notable example. This process is often referred to as “prefer-
ential attachment.” “Species distribution and many other phenomena are observed empirically 
to follow power laws where preferential attachment process is a leading candidate mechanism 
to explain this behavior”[10]. It is called “Competitive Exclusion” in different contexts.  

A parametric model of this network process is obtained through the EP used in tradition-
al quantitative risk management. Failures start and propagate in a network according to the 
vulnerability of nodes in terms of probability, γ, and the network spectral radius, ρ. Spectral 
radius embodies the main characteristics of a bidirectional network, which are the density of 
links and size of heavily connected hubs. The measure of network resilience, z, is proportional 
to both the inherent fractal dimension of the network, q, and to γρ, where z<1 indicates low 
-risk,   z >1 is high -risk, and z >>1 indicates the potential for catastrophe. The spectral radius 
can be seen as a measure of “reachability” from any one node to any other node along a chain 
of network hops. As reachability increases, vulnerability to cascading failure increases. The 
product γρ will determine the degree to which failures propagate. Survivability of a network 
can be achieved by hardening or isolating nodes from the network as soon as the nodes have 
been compromised. For example, in a network model for the communicability of a human 
disease, nodes in the network represent humans who may receive preventive treatment to 
reduce infectiousness, decreasing〖γ. Or, links in the infection network are cut by enforcing a 
quarantine to reduce ρ. Lewis[11] reports that networked critical infrastructure sectors (e.g., 
communication, transportation, electricity, etc.) obey a Fundamental Resilience Equation, the 
log-linear relationship in eq. (3), where b and k are constants:

                 log(q)=b+kγρ 〖〖〖    (3)

This equation, where k is negative, indicates that vulnerable and/or large networks subject 
to cascading failure lessen q. Raising severity s to the value on both sides of eq. (3) reveals that 
q changes exponentially with linear changes to b+kγρ, as in eq. (4):

              q=sb+kγρ 〖〖〖    (4)

Based on extensive simulation work, Lewis reports that the average b, k, and ρ are 0.5, -0.42, 
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and 8, respectively. What this means is that there is only a narrow band, between 0 and 0.14, 
where the product γρ results in q>1. Greater values result in q<1, leading to estimates of EP 
that cannot be trusted. Within the narrow range, however, q will be extremely sensitive to the 
product γρ if war is a network phenomenon. 

Jackson and Nei[12] report that political, military, and economic alliances increase resistance 
to cascading failure. In other words, war is a network phenomenon. Their findings allow us to 
estimate a larger value of q for war between the years of 1950 and 2000 that is apparently due 
to increased network redundancy and hardness that decreases the exponent:

“The number of wars per pair of countries per year from 1950 to 2000 was roughly a 10th 
as high as it was from 1820 to 1949. This significant decrease in the frequency of wars 
correlates with a substantial increase in the number of military alliances per country and 
the stability of those alliances.”[12]

Though there has been no employment of nuclear weapons since 1945, their presence and 
proliferation bears some comment, since the possibility of nuclear warfare has, in some way, 
affected all subsequent wars involving nuclear states and their surrogates. The consequences 
of war changed when the U.S. and USSR gained nuclear capabilities. The effects of nuclear 
arsenals – particularly those delivered by intercontinental ballistic missiles – on whether or 
not states go to war may not be an easy thing to measure, but surely exist. In addition, the 
number of countries over the last two centuries varied considerably due to the rise and fall 
of European colonialism. In short, it may not be an “apples-to-apples comparison.” For the 
moment, however, we simply accept the assertion by Jackson and Nei[12].

The q in eq. (2) was adjusted until P(10³>s) became one-tenth the value, as for for q=0.41.  
The value q=0.75 was obtained. Since the year 2000, the internet and global positioning sys-
tem (GPS) enabled smart phone technologies, to name a few, have further extended interstate 
networks, decreasing the negativity of the network term and increasing the overall exponent 
(i.e., increasing q). Note that the values -0.41 and -0.75 are typical according to Lewis[11] but 
outside the band where q is a valid parameter of a probability distribution. Figure 3 illustrates 
decreasing P(S>s) as a function of s for war (q=0.41), war from 1950 to 2000 (q=0.75), and 
Competition (q=1.1).
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Fig 3. Log EP P(S>s) versus Log severity s for three q values. 
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IV. ATTACK CALCULUS DURING WAR AND COMPETITION 
To have operational significance, the power law data must be incorporated into a deci-

sion-making formula. A Bayes’ hypothesis test provides a means for making decisions based 
on probabilities and evidence and serves as a simple quantitative model of how friendly and 
hostile nations would react to threats rationally under different circumstances. 

A Bayesian hypothesis test may be derived from a dichotomous form of Bayes’ theorem. Let A 
be an event, such as a military attack or cyber operations that have comparable consequences; 
(i.e., deaths). Participants do not know if A will happen, only that it may happen. The probabil-
ity of A happening is P(A) and the probability of A not happening is P(Ā). The consequences, 
or cost, of inaction are C if A is true. The cost of unnecessary action when A is not true is . 
Let d be some data that is a probabilistic indication of A. Knowledge of d helps decide whether 
an action should be taken to avoid A. The probability of observing d given A is P(d|A) and the 
probability of observing d given AĀ is P(Ā). These definitions of cost may be thought of as the 
consequences of deciding contrary to the truth. One chooses to act on the belief that A is true 
if the following is true:

   P(d|A)CP(S>s|A)P(A)>P(d|Ā) P(Ā) (5)

This particular dichotomous formulation of Bayes’ theorem includes the costs for mistakes 
because rational decisions cannot be made without taking into account risk; (i.e., cost multi-
plied by probability). Note: For the purposes of calculating risk, we rewrite P(S>s) in eq. (1) in 
the conditional form as P(S>s|A) to indicate that the severity of an attack depends on whether 
an attack occurs. Thus, the risk of A is CP(S>s|A)P(A) and the risk of Ā is P(Ā). Intuitively, 
when the consequences of inaction (the left-hand side of eq. (5) exceed the cost of incorrect 
action (the right-hand side of eq. (5)), then one chooses to act.  

Eq. (5) may be written with both conditionals on the left-hand side as the ratio of the true-pos-
itive over the false-positive, and, on the right side, the ratio of the risks of both choices: 

 

            
(6)

The left-hand side of eq. (6) is referred to as the likelihood ratio, L (also called a Bayes factor), 
while the right-hand side is referred to as the critical likelihood ratio, L*, weighted with con-
sequences. To make a rational decision favoring a belief in A, L must be greater than L*. If L is 
not greater than L*, then the decision should be to do nothing:

     L>L* (7)

Note that this is a simplified construct. Probabilities are more accurately defined by density 
functions. And, and other considerations, such as morality, ethics, economy, etc., would need to 
be weighed separately. However, this formulation will serve to demonstrate some of the char-
acteristics of conflict during competition and war.  
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The math should be indifferent to whether a conflict is conventional or nuclear, so consider 
a hypothetical example of the critical likelihood ratio (L*) where two nations, X and Y, have 
equivalent nuclear weapon capabilities. Both arsenals have the ability to destroy the other’s 
population unless the nation under attack sends its population to hardened bunkers within 30 
minutes, the amount of time it takes for the first missiles to arrive. However, every time such 
an emergency is declared, many people will die in the panicked rush to get to safety. Event 
A is where nation Y intends a surprise nuclear first strike against X, using all of its nuclear 
forces. Nation X has a launch warning system that provides data (d) indicating that Y’s attack 
is underway. C is the consequence of deciding Ā when A is true and  is the consequence of 
deciding A when Ā is true. 

The probability of an attack P(A) against the U.S. can be estimated based on historical data.  
Using the Correlates of War (COW) Project data, we do that now. Between years 1816 and 2007, 
inclusive, of the years covered by the COW project, there were 239 intrastate and interstate 
wars. Thus, on average, there is approximately 1.25 wars per year. Assuming a Poisson distri-
bution (“a statistical distribution showing the likely number of times that an event will occur 
within a specified period of time”), this yearly average of wars leads to a probability of 0.71 
that there will be at least one war in the world in any given year. Of the 239 wars, the U.S. was 
involved in 13. Therefore, P(A)=0.71×0.054=0.038. Conversely, P(Ā)=0.96.

Following the 2018 missile attack false -alarm in Hawaii, Fisher [13] argued that the Soviet 
downing of Korean Airlines Flight (KAL) 007 in 1983 could be considered as an example of a 
nuclear war false alarm. Reportedly, the Soviet Union mistook KAL 007 for an American spy 
plane conducting pre-nuclear war operations. All 269 passengers and crew were killed. For 
illustration, this number is rounded to two significant digits and used as the value of , such 
that /C=270/s, where s is severity in deaths. Therefore, the critical likelihood ratio for war is 
given by eq. (8). It is shown as the lower line of figure 4:    

         
(8)
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Fig 4. Log critical likelihood ratio L* versus log severity s for three q values and where /C=270/(s×18.6s-q).
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On the right -side of eq. (8), the left bracketed ratio is the ratio of the false-alarm consequence 
in deaths over the inaction consequences in deaths. We call this “the deterrence ratio.” The 
right-most bracketed ratio is the ratio of the probability that the U.S. will not be attacked in 
any given year over the probability that it will be attacked in the same year. Another way to 
interpret eq. (8) is to regard the numerator as the risk of incorrect action and the denominator 
as the risk of inaction. Even though this form of the equation can be simplified, we choose not 
to do so to retain some clarity.

To decide that an attack is underway, a likelihood ratio P(d|A)/P(d|Ā) should exceed the 
critical likelihood ratio, L*, in figure 4. L* should be greater than one, zero on the log scale.  
But this is not the case for war above 10 thousand deaths, or 4 on the log scale, meaning the 
hypothesis test is useless because no indication of an attack is enough to send citizens to bun-
kers. If this result seems non-intuitive, consider that L* is dominated by the severity s in the 
denominator of eq. (8), which is consistent with our understanding of a high-risk phenomenon. 
The only way for L* to become greater is to increase /C, which serves as a deterrent for at-
tack. A different result is obtained for war for the years 1950 to 2000. The detection ratio stays 
above 1, starting near 1 hundred for 1 thousand deaths and lowering to about 3.7 for 1 hundred 
million deaths. See the middle line in figure 4. The significance is that there is a high threshold 
for deciding that an attack is underway, even though the exponent q has changed only slightly. 
The middle line is given by eq. (9) below: 

    
                                   

(9)

Low-risk interstate competition is achieved when q>1. The smallest increase above 1 involving 
two significant digits finds the exponent equal to 1.1. Although arbitrarily chosen to be greater 
than 1one, our confidence in this assumption is bolstered by the works of Overill and Jantje, who 
report that cybercrime may be fitted to a power law with a q of 1.6 [14], suggesting that an overall 
q of between 1.0 and 2.0 is realistic. The equation for L* in this case is eq. (10) below:  

  
 

                                       
 (10)

To decide that an attack is underway during competition, a likelihood ratio P(d|A)/P(d|Ā) 
should exceed the critical likelihood ratio, L*, following eq. (10). It is shown as a blue line in 
figure 4. It indicates that the positive likelihood ratio must be greater than 10 thousand, 4 
on log scale, to choose in favor of A. The significance is that the evidence for attack during 
competition must be very high, whereas, for war, it is small.  

V. CONFLICT ESCALATION PARAMETERS 
The forgoing analysis suggests that cyberattacks, or any kind of conflict, could escalate if there 

are significant impacts to any one of the following sets of parameters: the fractal dimension q, the 
likelihood ratio P(d|A)/P(d|Ā), or the deterrence ratio, /C. These are discussed in turn.  
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A. The Fractal Dimension 

The network term kγρ which is related to the fractal dimension q by double exponential (i.e., 
an exponent raised to an exponent), impacts the Bayesian hypothesis tests in an extreme way. 
It is comprised of the spectral radius, ρ, which may increase without bound with the number 
of nodes. Nodes may represent nations. Segments connecting nodes may represent alliances 
between nations. But nodes could just as easily represent internet server farms in different 
nations and the segments be fiber- optic transmission lines between them. For an n-by-n con-
nection matrix, ρ〖ranges from √(n-1) to n. The vulnerability, γ, is associated with forces that 
diminish or nullify the network specified by ρ. For example, the network term may be the 
target of information and cyber operations, reducing its contribution to the negative exponent 
and making the system more riskier. The fractal dimension will normally be measured or 
obtained through simulation where the underlying mechanism need not be immediately 
evident.  Such is the case for the q-value for war. However, in terms of network parameters k, γ 
and ρ the effect of a cyberattack on the exponent of eq. (4) should be calculable.  

The theory that war is a network phenomenon posits that networks help prevent or mitigate 
war. While this seems counter to the Fundamental Resiliency Equation, eq. (3), which attributes 
cascading failure to the network itself, the two ideas are not incompatible. The addition of net-
work components, such as the alliances described by Jackson and Nei[12], can overlay an exist-
ing network. The cascading failure of one such network thus will be mitigated by the redundant 
network leading to a larger q.

B. Likelihood Ratio

The parameter representing attack detection is the likelihood ratio (L). Obtaining P(d|A) 
or P(d|Ā) separately or together as a ratio depends on the performance of real information 
systems or processes. Ideally, the performance of a detection system is assembled into what is 
called a Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC) graph. Detection systems face many technical 
challenges and are a natural target of hostile information or cyber operations. Manipulating 
or interfering with a target nation’s detection network could facilitate a surprise attack by de-
creasing L or decreasing L*, suppressing the target’s reaction time.  

C. The False-Negative/False-Positive “Deterrence Ratio”

The “false-alarm” consequence will depend on what specific action is taken, whether it is 
sending people to shelters, the launching of a counterstrike, or some other action that intends 
to mitigate the impact of an attack. The value of  is a vexing question, more so than the value 
for C. The cost of a false -alarm is not easy to justify without real data. Furthermore, unneces-
sary action in response to a false -alarm can lead to a series of counter-actions that may escalate 
out of control. That is, a false -alarm could result in the same consequences as a true-positive:  
war. The deterrence ratio must be increased in order to prevent war. Figure 5 shows the critical 
likelihood ratios for war and competition if /C is equal to 1.0. This is the case where the cost 
of unnecessary action is war itself and might be considered an extreme case. All three lines 
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in figure 5 indicate that P(d|A)/P(d|Ā) must be dramatically higher to choose in favor of an  
attack, A. For the case of strategic war, the red line, L* exceeds 100. Similarly, L* for  
competition starts high and increases even more dramatically. 
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Fig 5. Log L* versuss log severity s for three q values and /C=1. 

VI. EXAMPLE ADAPTATIONS THAT PROTECT COMPETITION
In this section we discuss specific examples of adaptations involving redundant networks, 

deterrence, and attack detection to illustrate how they protect peaceful competition from esca-
lating as a result of cyber conflict.   

A. Trade and Diplomatic Alliances Incorporating Detection 

Larger L* means a greater threshold for conflict escalation. Figure 6 shows how L* increases 
exponentially with linear changes in q, indicating increased robustness against an attack false  
alarm, provided that γρ decreases. Redundant networks compensate for effects that would 
otherwise cause a cascading affair failure. Extending or strengthening the alliances of the type 
cited by Jackson and Nei[12] should help stabilize competition, beyond that for war between 
1950 and 2000.  
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Adding to an alliance a method for detecting attacks is an adaptation that amplifies an 
existing or redundant network. Bilateral and multi-lateral treaties may include verification 
provisions. The Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT), for example, is a long-lived diplomatic 
network started as part of the Atoms for Peace program in 1953 that has been maintained by 
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the International Atomic Energy Agency since 1970. It has provisions for continuous verifica-
tion of nuclear materials and technologies by a cadre of nuclear safeguards inspectors. Under 
the NPT, the sharing of nuclear technology is encouraged for the use of civilian power, but not 
allowed if the technology is used for military applications. Thus, not only does this network 
increase stability of competition through the network parameters, it increases the true-detect/
false-alarm ratio to improve rational choices about potential escalation of conflict.  

B. Open Technologic Networks

Returning to Shannon’s Maxim, there is an increasing abundance of evidence that open 
electronic networks and software contribute to the stability of interstate dynamics. Open sys-
tems are computer systems that provide a combination of interoperability, portability, and open 
software standards. They allow for increased communication, negotiation, and vetting of cyber-
security processes. Examples include the internet, the Unix operating system, and the Firefox 
web browser. The top reasons individuals or organizations choose open source software are: 
lower cost, security, no vendor lock- in, and better quality[15]. For these reasons, open systems 
comprise the bulk of computer technology in the world. These technologies increase the 
spectral radius, ρ, and decrease node vulnerability, γ.

Some open technologic networks were originally closed national security systems. The inter-
net is the most famous example of a national security technology that was made open to the 
public. Despite the difficulties it creates, its net effect is to help keep peace within and between 
nations. There are other examples. Many people don’t know that GPS navigation signals were 
originally classified. After the Soviet downing of KAL 007, it was decided that it was decided 
the benefits of declassifying these signals outweighed the disadvantages[16]. Once GPS was 
made publically available, the private sector miniaturized the electronics which enabled the 
receiver to be added to cell phones. Despite navigation telemetry being broadcast only (i.e., 
unidirectional broadcast), GPS public availability increases network infrastructure by making 
information globally available via a small spectral radius while being simultaneously less vul-
nerable to cyberattacks due to its unidirectionality[17]. An adaption that decreases vulnerability 
and spectral radius while maintaining global availability diminishes the loss of network resil-
ience resulting from cascading failure.  

C. Deterrence of Cybercrimes Crimes

By way of the Bayesian likelihood ratio weighted with consequences, we have shown that 
a rational enemy will attack unless there is a deterrent. One reason that cybercrime is so 
rampant is that there is little deterrent. There’s a low probability of the offending individual 
or nation facing punishment or sanctions, so attacks are likely to continue. An adaptation 
of cyberspace that clarifies what constitutes national and international offenses and ensures 
commensurate responses with a high probability would help prevent attacks and help stabilize 
interstate competition. Goldman and McCoy argue that, “imposition of financial sanctions, pub-
lic/private partnerships to disrupt tools of cybercrime, and activities to disrupt payment net-
works run by criminals who sell fraudulent goods over the Internet”[18] decrease cybercrime.  
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Their recommendations emphasize that it is as important to punish criminals if convicted as it 
is to lessen the chances that they will benefit from their crime.  

Schwartz contends that deterrence of cybercrime is a myth due to the unique nature of 
the medium and attackers[19]. Thus, detection of cybercrime and cyberattacks appears as 
important as dispensing punishment and denying benefit. The Bayesian attack formula shows 
how detection is intertwined with prior probability, conditional probability, and consequences,  
suggesting that another adaptation be the automation of detection based on techniques such as 
the Bayesian hypothesis test.   

VII. CONCLUSION
The power law of statistics, Shannon’s Maxim, network failure theory, and Bayes’ theorem 

were brought together in this study to create a parametric model of war and nonviolent inter-
state competition to enable a study of the tendency of cyberattack and other forms of attack 
to escalate conflict from competition to war and, conversely, how to lessen this tendency by 
modifying network parameters.  

We manipulated the Fundamental Resiliency Equation to show that conflict, as represented by 
q, is in theory related to network variables b, k, γ and ρ by double exponential. The significance 
of this is that the EP will be extremely sensitive to network variables over the domain of their 
validity; (i.e., q >1). Our investigation relies on the researched conclusion that war has a q value 
reported by Cederman of less than one. Other q values have been reported[20]. 

Examples of creating and adapting networks to stabilize and protect competition were 
provided. Open networks, standards, and software continue to create technologic interstate 
alliances that further stabilize competition. Further stability can be achieved by making military 
information systems publically available, as was done with GPS in the 1980s. Trade and 
diplomatic networks that build -in systems for detecting conflict should be expanded. Finally, 
deterrence and detection of attack seem to be inseparable for the case of cybercrime.

The method described in this paper for estimating an attack detection threshold is built on 
a rigorous mathematical framework on which to conduct further research. Preliminary results 
reported by Standley, Nuño, and Sharpe indicate that the severity of war follows log-normal 
statistics with a mean of 7,900 deaths, standard deviation of 10, and validity between 1one 
and 15 million deaths; obeys probability axioms in all cases; and is equally applicable to the 
Bayesian hypothesis test method[21]. These findings suggest that the power law is an approxi-
mation that is valid only for a narrow range of deaths and is not indicative of the underlying 
phenomena; (e.g., preferential attachment).     

The opinions, conclusions, and recommendations expressed or implied are the authors’ and do not necessarily reflect the views of 
the Department of Defense or any other agency of the Federal Government, or any other organization.
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